
SUSANNE VOGT / WOODY MANN
voice and guitar duo

“When I've Got The Moon" and “Waltz For Joy” are the type of recordings singers and
guitarists strive for but seldom realize. In these two CD’s, the duo of  Susanne Vogt and
Woody Mann paint a musical portrait of the soft hues, gentle curves, and polished edges
of contemporary jazz, blues and original songs the New York Press called “musical
stories that take you on an exciting new journey.”

 Hailing from Kassel, Germany, Susanne has garnered rave reviews for her performances
and recordings and  her work in several State Theaters and received the
“Kulturförderpreis der Stadt Kassel” . She sang and recorded together with Inga Rumpf,
Bill Ramsey, Katja Riemann und Günther “Baby” Sommer. Fachblatt Musikmagazin
says of Vogt ”...her voice has an extraordinary range of expression and the rare
combination of subtlety and power…her performance showed why Vogt is a singer and
artist deserved of wider recognition”.

 Teaming up Woody Mann, the critically acclaimed guitarist from New York City,
Susanne has found the perfect musical compliment for her wide ranging vocal abilities.
Mann is widely recognized as a leading exponent of American  blues music and one of
today’s most original acoustic guitarists. Learning directly from the legendary Rev Gary
Davis, Mann’s career has been as diverse as his playing style – ranging from servings as
an accompanist for songwriter Dori Previn, performing with Jazz great Attila Zoller, to
being a teacher to recording artist Paul Simon. ”Down Beat Magazine sums it up when
they wrote…“Mann blurs the line between jazz, blues, classical, and world music
creating his own sound in the process.”

Though they live oceans apart, Vogt and Mann have managed to record two CD’s, tour
Europe and the US, perform at major festivals, clubs and concert halls. Their repertoire
ranges from the sounds of traditional blues and jazz, original songs, and showcases the
music of many of today’s newest songwriters. The Vogt /Mann duo delights audiences -
bringing the past right up to the present - with their unique brand of personal, original
and contemporary music. Come along for the ride….

“Susanne Vogt und Woody Mann – a perfect match! Wer begleitet hier wen? Zu hören ist
musikalische Synergie, entstanden aus langer gemeinsamer Zusammenarbeit und gleicher
Passion für jeden Ton. Vielen Dank.
Susanne Vogt and Woody Mann - a perfect match!  Who's accompanying who? Listen to
the the musical synergy that comes from working together for a long time- sharing same
passion for every note.”
Katja Riemann

 “Vogt’s controlled elegant vocals work perfectly with Mann’s guitar mastery.”
Blues & Rhythm Magazin


